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You vote and a winner will be crowned on Wednesday. The show starts soon, so get ready! And we are live!
Here we go guys!!! Kicking off the night first is a montage about the contestants. With only 10 acts
performing there has to be something to fill up all that extra time. Our first act performs right after the
commercial! Oz Pearlman used to work on Wall Street, but he left for his mentalist career. Wow, tonight Oz
did a trick where the judges pick an envelope and sit in a chair matching the color on a paper in their envelope.
Wow, what a trick! The judges say he deserves some votes for that. A great start, Oz. Uzeyer is up next! Last
time, he fell during a live show and was crushed. Somehow he still managed to make it through. Tonight he
goes smaller and leaves the big ladder. He does a trick with a spinning hat and climbing steps while on a
smaller ladder. He ends his trick performing tricks on a hanging ladder. Pretty cool, but the judges give him
lukewarm critiques. One of our 2 singers left is up next! The song choice has producer manipulation written
all over it. Oz and Uzeyer are much more compelling performers then Benton is. Howard calls him out on
some nerves. Howie says he is likable. Eh, this was not a winning performance. Gary Vider is up next!
Tonight he makes some joke about money, Caitlyn Jenner ok, this was kinda funny and Ryan Gosling. I
actually kinda liked his set tonight, but he is destined to come up short compared to Drew. Howie calls him the
new Woody Allen. Mel calls him consistently funny. Piff The Magic Dragon is up next! His intro package
shows him laying on gold with his princess. Piffles out of a cannon. This was not his strongest performance at
all. I love Piff, but as Howard says, this was not a closing performance. Piff kinda shot himself in the foot
tonight. Paul Zerdin is our only ventriloquist. In his package his puppets talk about how great he is. He starts
his performance with a deaf older puppet, which I was not enjoying. Then they brought out the baby puppet,
which is really creepy. He does tricks where he trades his voices with the puppets and it is just great. Strong
performance, but I think the baby and older puppet were weak spots. Still, I think Paul is definitely a favorite
to win this season. Once again I feel like they are just screaming at me! Derek Hughes is our last magician
performing tonight. Here, he is doing tricks with ropes comparing the size. This is going on way too long.
Nothing is happening and he is just bantering with the judges. Where is the magic? In the end he finishes by
making two ropes into one. This was actually kinda awful and boring. Howard says he blew it and was
underwhelming. Mel says it fell flat. Whelp, it is time for The Professional Regurgitator. Tonight, he swallows
thumb-tacs and a magnet. I give up with this guy. At least his act is creative. The judges give him a standing
ovation and call him a million dollar act. Time to close out the night! Drew Lynch is our last act and wants to
inspire people. The laugh is back tonightâ€¦ He is still laughing through his jokes and it is still grating on my
nerves. I really find it hard to watch his performance. Howard applauds that he writes his own jokes. Howie
wants to build a wall around him like Donald Trump in order to give him the million dollars. Thanks so much
for joining me! I hope you guys will be back for those. Hope you all have a great night! This is AdamSLM
signing offâ€¦.
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Auditions are over and it is time to get down to some cuts! With auditions finally over, it is finally time to do
some cuts and send some people home. Acts will be performing and some will be going home tonight, so it is
bound to be dramatic! Also tonight, acclaimed actor Neil Patrick Harris will be joining the judges table with
his own golden buzzer! Anyway, enough of my rambling, AGT startsâ€¦. Tonight, 20 acts will perform, but
only 7 will advance to Radio Cityâ€¦. As I said before, Dr. Horribleâ€¦, I mean Neil you are cool in my book if
you get that reference , will be joining the judges tonight. With his golden buzzer, Neil has the ability to send
one act straight to the live shows. Freelusion Dance Company are up first! They do performances like
Freckled Sky and Blue Journey. If I remember correctly, they were really talented! Their act tells the story of
two lovers torn apart by a devil like figure. The dance is as impressive as I remember it. All the judges except
Mel and Howard stand for them. I think they are definitely going through after that. They danced with this
projections and they pulled off a very competent performance. Time for the parent and son acts! The son is a
juggler and the mother is a crossbow performer with help from the father. Last time Paul used hats, today he is
using a soccer ball. Right away, Howard buzzes him. The guy does a basic act walking and bopping the ball
up off his head. It is a talent, but it is no way a million dollar act. The judges give him lukewarm critiques. I
think Paul is heading home, guys. Silvia Silvia is up next, and she is the crossbow performer and mother of
Paul. She has help from her husband and does makes some impressive shots. Her last one has her shooting a
target that shoots another crossbow that eventually hits an apple on her headâ€¦ did anyone realize she took
that last trick from Ben Blaque from a few seasons ago on this showâ€¦ anyone? Anyway, the act was still
cool. I think she will be going through while her son leaves. Chapkis Dance Family are our first dance group
of the night. Their leader learned to dance by studying Michael Jackson. Neil says he always wanted to see a
big dance group win. They start their act, and it is good, but not that memorable. It is just kinda mehâ€¦ I have
seen better. Howard calls them out on having it be to much, and I totally agree with him. Samantha Hess says
she is going to take over the world one hug at a timeâ€¦.. Howard asks how she is even at this point of the
competition to begin with. She asks Neil to help on stage, during which Howard buzzes her. Howie calls the
act weird. Elin and Noah are next, and they are the very young dancers who kicked off the auditions. They
blow through their act super quickly. They were ok, not great. We get 10 seconds of their performances and
thats it. Barely anything to judge them onâ€¦ Alondra Santos is a young mariachi singer. She has been singing
since she was two, and comes out on stage in a puffy sweet 16 dress. She sings a mariachi song slowed down,
and she does a solid enough job. The girl has a pretty voice, but I really liked her quiet moments more than
when she was belting. The judges say she has something special about her. Michael John is the first magician
of the night. He does a trick where he makes a coin vanish than reappear in a coke can. This trick is taking too
longâ€¦. Howard buzzes him halfway through. Michael looked so nervous during it. I think he blew it tonight
honestly. Time for Piff The Magic Dragon! I am obsessed with this act to be honest. Piff is my personal
favorite this season. He does a trick where he makes a card vanish then reappear in a can of dog food. His
banter with the judges is part of the fun and it is just brilliant. See you in Radio City, Piff! Duo Ignite are
shown super quickly. Neil calls them impressive. Howard says they stepped it up. We barely got to see
themâ€¦ Myq Kaplan is a comedian. Myq has a story where he has a girlfriend in California that he misses.
Anyway, Myq talks really really quickly, and it was kind of getting on my nerves. The judges loved him
though. Tonight is really rapid fire! Nick and Eddie are shown super quickly. Yep, he is toast too. The best
band act of the season, 3 Shades Of Blue are up next. These guys are another favorite of mine. If they go home
tonight we might have another case of Beach Avenue. And these guys once again prove why they are another
of my favorites. I loved their performance tonight. The judges love them, so I expect to see them in the next
round. However, before they get off the stage, Howie gives the band the worst advice ever that they need to do
popular songs. Howie, STFU right there. After you sent home Beach Avenue you no longer have the right to
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say anything to bands. Howard disagrees with him and says they should just keep doing their own thing,
which is the correct advice. Can we send Howie home? Marc and Kiri are shown super quickly. Vibez is also
sped right through, as are Xtreme Tricking and Tumbling. We barely are getting to see most of these acts! We
are going to skim through a bunch of acts and yet dedicate a chunk of time to the next act? Master Qi is going
to make fire with his mind. He does a whole lot of nonsense and nothing happens. This is just stupid, he
should never have made it through his audition. Samantha Johnson is our last act of the night. Wait, we only
have one act left? Lay Me Down, by Sam Smith is her song selection tonight, and she is really good. Last time
we heard her I thought she was generic, and I still stand by that, but she is like premium generic, if that makes
sense. With her story, she is so going through tonight none the less.
Chapter 3 : America's Got Talent Judges Cuts Pt 1 Recap VIDEOS
The Piffles of Pope is the lighthearted story of ne'r-do-well Kelvin Pope, 64, living off inherited money in Los Angeles,
collecting art, and pursuing a self-oriented existence behind the back of his lonely and frustrated wife, Penelope.
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